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Frigram: a French Interaction Grammar
Guy Perrier and Bruno Guillaume
LORIA, Université de Lorraine, Nancy, France
Abstract. We present Frigram, a French grammar with a large coverage, written in the formalism of Interaction Grammars. The originality of the formalism lies in its system of polarities, which expresses the
resource sensitivity of natural languages and which is used to guide syntactic composition. We focus the presentation on the principles of the
grammar, its modular architecture, the link with a lexicon independent
of the formalism and the companion property, which helps to guarantee
the consistency of the whole grammar.
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1

Introduction

The aim of our work is to show that it is possible to build a realistic computational grammar of French, which integrates fine linguistic knowledge with a
large coverage. As a framework, we have chosen the formalism of Interaction
Grammar (IG) [7]. IG combines a flexible view of grammars as constraint systems with the use of a polarity system to control syntactic composition. The
system of polarities expresses the saturation state of partial syntactic structures
and their ability to combine together.
The main challenge is to guarantee and to maintain the consistency of the
grammar while aiming at the largest coverage. We resort to several means:
– a modular organization of the grammar in a hierarchy of classes, which is
able to capture the generalizations of the language,
– principles of well-formedness for the elementary structures of the grammar,
– a separation of the grammar itself from the lexicon, which is independent of
any grammatical formalism,
– the use of the companion property to help the checking of the grammar
consistency.
Starting with a brief presentation of IG, we continue with an explanation of
the different points mentioned above and with a comparison with other French
grammars and a discussion about the evaluation of the grammar.

2

Interaction Grammars

IG is a grammatical formalism which is devoted to the syntax of natural languages using two notions: tree description and polarity. For a complete presentation of the formalism, the reader can refer to [7].
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Tree Descriptions

The notion of a tree description [11] is related to a model theoretic view of the
syntax of natural languages [10]. In this view, the basic objects of the grammar
are not trees but properties that are used to describe them, in other words tree
descriptions. This approach is very flexible allowing the expression of elementary
properties in a totally independent way, and their combination in a free manner.
A tree description can be viewed either as an underspecified tree, or as the
specification of a tree family, each tree being a model of the specification.

nPred
cat → s
funct ← void

nSubj
cat ↔ np
empty_type = arg
funct ↔ subj

nHead
cat ↔ v
funct ↔ head

nVanch
montrez
cat ↔ v
funct ↔ head

nS
cat ~ ap|s

nObj
cat ← np
funct → obj

nVmax
cat ~ v

nVclit
cat ~ v
funct ~ head

nCompl
cat → np
empty_type = track
funct ← obj|subjpred
ref = [[9]]?

nClit
cat ↔ pro
funct ↔ void
ref = [[9]]?

nS
cat ↔ s
funct ↔ void

nS0
cat ← s
funct → void

nPunct
cat ↔ punct
funct ↔ void

nPunctSign
!
cat ↔ punct
funct ↔ head

nClit0
le
cat ↔ pro
funct ↔ head

Fig. 1. PTD associated with the sentence “montrez-le !” by the grammar Frigram.

Figure 1 gives an example of the tree description, which is associated with
the sentence “montrez-le !” [“show it !”]. Even if the description is composed of
three parts associated with the three words of the sentence (punctuation signs
are considered as words), it must be considered as a unique tree description.
A tree description is a finite set of nodes structured by two kinds of relations:
dominance and precedence. Dominance relations can be immediate or large. In
the example, there are only immediate dominance relations represented with
solid lines. Precedence relations can also be immediate or large. They are represented with arrows in Figure 1; these arrow are solid and black or dashed and
green, depending on whether the dependencies are immediate or large.
Nodes, which represent constituents, are labelled with features describing
their morpho-syntactic properties. Feature values are atoms or atom disjunctions. When a feature value is the disjunction of all elements of a domain, this
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value is denoted with “?”. A mechanism of co-indexation between feature values
(a common index [[n]] is put before their values) allows for sharing.
It is possible to add constraints on the phonological form and on the daughters of nodes: a node is declared to be empty if its phonological form is empty
and it is graphically represented with a white rectangle; at the opposite, it is
declared to be full, and it is represented with a light-yellow rectangle; it is declared to be closed, if the set of its daughters is fixed and it is represented with
a double rectangle; finally, a node is declared to be an anchor, if it is a full leaf,
and it is used to anchor a word of the language. An anchor is represented with
a canary yellow rectangle.
IG uses three kinds of empty nodes:
– when an argument has moved from its canonical position, this position is
marked with a trace, an empty node with the feature empty type = track;
this covers all cases of extraction, subject inversion and cliticization of arguments; in Figure 1, node nCompl is the empty trace of the object represented
with the clitic pronoun “le”;
– when an argument is not expressed with a phonological form, it is represented
with an empty node carrying the feature empty type = arg; this is the case
for subjects of adjectives, infinitives and imperatives, as well as some objects
of infinitives (tough movement); in Figure 1, node nSubj represents the nonexpressed subject of the imperative verb “montrez”;
– in presence of an ellipsis, the head of the elided expression may be represented
with an empty node carrying the feature empty type = ellipsis.
2.2

Polarities

Polarities are used to express the saturation state of syntactic trees. They are
attached to features that label description nodes with the following meaning:
– a positive feature f → v expresses an available resource, which must be
consumed;
– a negative feature f ← v expresses an expected resource, which must be
provided; it is the dual of a positive feature; one negative feature must match
exactly one corresponding positive feature to be saturated and conversely;
– a saturated feature f ↔ v expresses a linguistic property that needs no
combination to be saturated;
– a virtual feature f ∼ v expresses a linguistic property that needs to be
realized by combining with an actual feature (an actual feature is a positive
or saturated feature).
In Figure 1, node nObj carries a negative feature cat ← np and a positive
feature funct → obj, which represents the expected object noun phrase for
the transitive verb “montrez”.
The virtual features of the second part of the tree description represent the
syntactic context required by the clitic pronoun “le”: a verb nVclit put immediately before the pronoun to build the node nVmax with it.
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Only resource sensitive features are polarized. Other features are called neutral features and denoted f = v. For instance, agreement properties are expressed with neutral features.
The descriptions labelled with polarized features are called polarized tree
descriptions (PTDs) in the rest of the article.
2.3

Grammars as constraint systems

An interaction grammar is defined by a finite set of Elementary PTDs, named
EPTDs in the following, and it generates a tree language. A tree belongs to the
language if it is a model of a finite set of EPTDs in the sense given by [7]. Each
node of the EPTDs is mapped to a node of the model through an interpretation
function. Properties of models include:
– A model is saturated : every positive feature f → v is matched with its dual
feature f ← v in the model and vice versa. Moreover, every virtual feature
has to find an actual corresponding feature in the model.
– A model is minimal : it has to add a minimum of information to the initial
descriptions (it cannot add immediate dominance relations or features that
do not exist in the initial descriptions).
Parsing a sentence with a grammar G consists first in selecting an appropriate
set of EPTDs from G. The selection step is facilitated if G is lexicalized: each
EPTD has an anchor associated with a word of the language. It strongly reduces
the search space for the EPTDs. Then, the parsing process itself reduces to the
resolution of a constraint system. It consists in building all models of the selected
set of EPTDs.
Figure 1 represented a possible selection of EPTDs from Frigram to parse
the sentence “montrez-le !”. The selection includes three EPTDs1 , which are
gathered in a unique PTD. Figure 2 shows the unique minimal and saturated
model of the PTD. It is an ordered tree where nodes are labelled with non
polarized features in the form f : v, where v is an atomic value. In the head of
each node, a list gives the nodes of the PTD that are interpreted in the node of
the model.
In an operational view of parsing, the building of a saturated and minimal
model is performed step by step by refining the initial PTD with a merging
operation between nodes, guided by one of the following constraints:
– neutralise a positive feature with a negative feature having the same name
and carrying a value unifiable with the value of the first feature;
– realize a virtual feature by combining it with an actual feature (a positive
or saturated feature) having the same name and carrying a value unifiable
with the value of the first feature.
1

The EPTDs are labelled by the name of the class of the grammar generating them
followed by a number. In the order of the sentence, we have NP0 V NP1 134, PROclit compl impers pos 38 and PUNCTstop S1inter imper 1.
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nS
cat : s
funct : void

class_PUNCTstop_S1inter_imper_1.nS0
class_PROclit_compl_imper_pos_38.nS
class_NP0_V_NP1_134.nPred
cat
:
s
funct
:
void

nSubj
cat : np
empty_type : arg
funct : subj

class_PROclit_compl_imper_pos_38.nVmax
class_NP0_V_NP1_134.nHead
cat
:
v
funct
:
head

class_PROclit_compl_imper_pos_38.nVclit
class_NP0_V_NP1_134.nVanch
montrez
cat
:
v
funct
:
head

nPunct
cat : punct
funct : void

class_PROclit_compl_imper_pos_38.nCompl
class_NP0_V_NP1_134.nObj
cat
:
np
empty_type
:
track
funct
:
obj
ref
:
[[9]]?

nPunctSign
!
: punct
: head

cat
funct

nClit
cat : pro
funct : void
ref : [[9]]?

nClit0
le
cat : pro
funct : head

Fig. 2. Model of the PTD shown in Figure 1 representing the syntax of the sentence
“montrez-le !”.

The constraints of the description interact with node merging to entail a partial
superposition of their contexts represented by the tree fragments in which they
are situated. So the model of Figure 2 can be obtained from the PTD of Figure 1
with a sequence of three node merging operations: nVanch with nVclit, nObj with
nCompl and nPred with nS0.
To summarize, IG combine the strong points of two families of formalisms:
the flexibility of Unification Grammars and the saturation control of Categorial
Grammars.

3

The Principles of the Grammar Frigram

Frigram is a IG for the French language; it contains 3 794 EPTD templates.
Frigram follows a set of principles which express formally the chosen linguistic
modeling. These principles are also used to automatically check the consistency
of the grammar and its conformity to linguistic principle. The constituant to
dependency transformation used with Frigram also strongly relies on this set
of principles.
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Definition 1. A node with a positive or saturated cat feature is called a concrete node.
Principle 1 (cat-funct) In an EPTD, any node has a cat feature and if it is
concrete, it has also a funct feature.
The consequence is that any node of a model has a cat feature and a funct
feature. Another consequence is that any node of a model has a unique concrete
antecedent in the original PTD, because two concrete nodes of a PTD cannot
merge in the model, according to the composition rules of polarities.
Principle 2 (strict lexicalisation) Any EPTD has exactly one anchor node.
This anchor node has a saturated cat feature with an atomic feature value.
Definition 2. A spine in an EPTD is a list of nodes N1 , N2 , . . . , Np such that:
– for any i such that 1 < i ≤ p, node Ni is a daughter node of Ni−1 ;
– for any i such that 1 < i ≤ p, node Ni has a saturated feature cat and a
feature funct ↔ head;
– node N1 is a concrete node and its feature funct has a value different from
head; it is called the maximal projection of all nodes belonging to the spine;
– node Np is either an anchor or an empty leaf; in the first case, the spine is
called a main spine; in the second case, it is called an empty spine; in both
cases, node Np is called the lexical head of all nodes belonging to the spine.
Principle 3 (spine) Any concrete node of an EPTD belongs to exactly one
spine.
An important corollary of the spine principle is that every node N of a PTD
model has exactly one lexical head in this model, denoted head(N ) and defined
as follows: the concrete antecedent of N in the initial PTD belongs to exactly
one spine and head(N ) is the interpretation in the model of the leaf ending the
spine.
A second important corollary is that every node in a PTD model which is not
a leaf has exactly one daughter node with the feature funct : head. By following
all nodes with this feature, we have a more direct way of finding the lexical head
of every node in a PTD model.
A third corollary is that each model node with a positive feature cat is the
maximal projection of some spine.
From the strict lexicalisation and spine principles, we can also deduce that
every EPTD has exactly one main spine.
To illustrate the concept of a spine, let us consider the EPTDs of Figure 1.
The EPTD associated with the verb “montrez” has two spines: the main spine
nPred, nHead, nVanch with its lexical head nVanch, and an empty spine reduced
to a single node nSubj. The formalism of IG is situated in the constituency
approach to syntax, as opposed to the dependency approach but the principles
of Frigram allow for an automatic transformation of any parse made with IG
from a constituency setting into a dependency setting. Our purpose here is not
to describe the transformation in detail but to give an outline of it.
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ε_a
np

obj

montrez

le

v

pro
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obj

ε_t
np

!
punct

montrez

le

!

v

pro

punct

ANT

Fig. 3. The dependency graphs representing the syntax of the sentence “montrez-le !”.

The dependencies are generated by the interactions between the polarized
features cat and funct of the different nodes of the initial PTD and they are
projected on the full and empty words of the sentence through the notion of
lexical head.
For the sentence “montrez-le !”, from the PTD of Figure 1 and its model
from Figure 2, we compute the dependency graph on the left of Figure 3. It has
two empty words, the subject of “montrez”, named ǫ a (which corresponds to
the node with feature empty type = arg), and its object ǫ t (which corresponds
to the node with feature empty type = track), which is the trace of the clitic
pronoun “le”. Traces are linked to their antecedent with the relation AN T .
In a second step, the empty words are removed and their incident dependencies are transferred to their full antecedent, when it exists. In our very simple
example, the resulting dependency graph reduces to the tree on the right of
Figure 3, but in more complex sentences, the dependency graph includes cycles
and nodes with several governors. When there is more than one solution, handcrafted rules are used to compute a weight for each solution in order to rank
them.

4
4.1

The Architecture of the Grammar
The Modular Organisation of the Grammar

It is unthinkable to build a grammar with about 4000 EPTD templates manually, considering each one individually. Even if it were possible, to maintain the
consistency of such a grammar would be intractable.
Now, the EPTD templates of Frigram share a lot of fragments and it is
possible to organize the grammar as a class hierarchy. A tool, XMG [4], was
specially designed to build such kind of grammars. XMG provides a language
to define a grammar as a set of classes. A class can be defined directly but
also from other classes by mean of two composition operations: conjunction and
disjunction.
Each class is structured according to several dimensions. Frigram uses two
dimensions: the first one is the syntactic dimension, where objects are EPTD
templates, and the second one is the dimension of the interface with the lexicon,
where objects are feature structures.
The terminal classes of the hierarchy define the EPTD templates of the grammar that are computed by the XMG compiler. Figure 4 gives the example of a
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BasicVerb

ActiveInﬂectionVerb

InﬁniteVerb

FiniteVerb

ImperativeVerb

NonImperativeVerb

OR

ParticipialVerb

ActiveInﬂectionClauseVerb

PresentParticipialVerb

PastParticipialVerb

OR

PredicateCompl

NonReﬂexiveActiveMorphology

DirectObject

IndirectObject

NominalDirectObject

NominalIndirectObject

AND

ActiveMorphology

NP_Vactive

NP_Vactive_NP

NP0_V_NP1

AND

NP0_V_NP1_PP2

Fig. 4. The hierarchy of classes used to define the NP0 V NP1 PP2 class of transitive
verbs with an indirect complement

terminal class, the NP0 V NP1 PP2 class of transitive verbs with an indirect
complement, with the hierarchy of classes used to define it.
The current grammar Frigram is composed of 428 classes, including 179
terminal ones, which are compiled into 3 794 EPTD templates. Of course, some
general classes can be used in several different contexts. For instance, adjectives,
nouns and verbs description all inherit from the same subclasses related to complements of predicative structures. The set of classes is organized in a module
hierarchy 5.
There is another hierarchy related to the different forms of extraction, in
relative, interrogative and cleft clauses. The root module of the hierarchy is
the ExtractGramWord module. Three modules depend on it: Complementizer, Interrogative and Relative. Moreover, there are isolated modules
related to specific categories.
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verbKernel

verbPersonalDiatheses
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complement

verbImpersonalDiatheses

verbSubjectControl

adverb

adjective

noun

verb

Fig. 5. The main hierarchy of modules

4.2

The link with a lexicon independent of the formalism

The full grammar is produced from the set of EPTD templates and a lexicon.
Each EPTD template is associated to a feature structure (called its interface)
which describes a syntactic frame corresponding to lexical units able to anchor
it; lexicon entries are also described through features structures. Unification
between interface of the EPTD template and lexicon feature structure is used to
control the combination of a lexical unit description and the template. Thanks
to the strict lexicalisation principle, each EPTD of the grammar has a unique
anchor node linked with a lexical unit of the language. Since there is a coindexation between features of the EPTD template and features of the interface,
a side effect of anchoring is the instantiation of some feature values in the EPTD.
In our system, the lexicon used is Frilex2 which combines morphological
information taken in ABU3 and in Morphalou [12] with syntactical information
for verbs from Dicovalence [14]. Frilex contains 530 000 entries. To avoid size
explosion, the full grammar is built on the fly on each input sentence.

5

The Companion Property and the Consistency of the
Grammar

Our ambition is to build a grammar with a coverage of all of the most frequent
phenomena of French syntax. Even if the hierarchical structure of the grammar
makes it more compact ans eases the maintenance of its consistency, the size of
the grammar may be important and the grammar offers no global view of its
contents.
To verify the consistency of the grammar, it is necessary to check the behavior
of each EPTD in the composition process with other EPTDs. A way of doing it is
to parse corpora with the grammar but this is a very partial checking. Now, the
formalism of IG provides a mechanism to verify the consistency of a grammar
in a static way based on the EPTDs of the grammar without using parsing. The
mechanism uses the Companion Property.
Originally, this property was introduced by [1] to perform lexical disambiguation with IG. Let us consider an interaction grammar.
2
3

http://wikilligramme.loria.fr/doku.php?id=frilex
http://abu.cnam.fr/DICO/mots-communs.html
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Definition 3. A companion of a polarized feature in an EPTD E1 of the grammar is a polarized feature of an EPTD E2 such that the first feature is saturated
by the second feature in a merging of their nodes leading to a consistent PTD.
What we mean with “a consistent PTD” is that the PTD resulting from the node
merging has at least one model, which is a tree but not necessarily minimal and
saturated.
For instance, consider the EPTD associated with the verb “montrez” in Figure 1. A companion of the positive feature funct → obj is the negative feature
funct ← obj|subjpred of the EPTD associated with the clitic pronoun “le”.
The notion of companion can be expressed a the template level: we compute
systematically the companions of all polarized features of the EPTDs templates
of the grammar. In this way, we limit the number of companions to compute.
So, for the EPTD template E0 corresponding to the EPTD anchored with
“montrez” in Figure 1 and for the positive feature funct → obj , we find 97
companions: 85 are right companions, that is, companions coming from EPTD
templates for which the anchor is on the right of the anchor of E0 after merging,
and 12 are companions without order constraints on the anchor of their EPTD.
Among all the information given by the computation of all the companions,
a particular part is immediately usable: the polarized features without companions. If they have no companion, their EPTDs cannot enter any parsing, which
means that the EPTD template must be removed from the grammar or that
there is some mistake in their definition.

6

Comparison with other French Grammars and
Evaluation of the Grammar

There is very little work on the construction of French computational grammars
from linguistic knowledge using semi-automatic tools. Historically, a very fruitful
work was the PhD thesis of Candito [2] about the modular organization of TAGs,
with an application to French and Italian. This thesis was a source of inspiration
for the development of several French grammars.
A first grammar produced according to this approach and able to parse large
corpora was FRMG [15]. FRMG falls within the TAG formalism and its originality lies in the use of specific operators on nodes to factorize trees: disjunction,
guards, repetition and shuffling. As a consequence, the grammar is very compact
with only 207 trees. Moreover, these trees are not written by hand but they are
automatically produced from a multiple inheritance hierarchy of classes.
Another French grammar inspired by [2] is the French TAG developed by [3].
Like Frigram, this grammar was written with XMG. Contrary to FRMG, it is
constituted of classical TAG elementary trees, hence its more extensive form: it
includes 4200 trees and essentially covers verbs. It was a purely syntactic grammar and then it was extended in the semantic dimension by [5] for generation.
To evaluate the soundness of Frigram and to compare its coverage with
other French grammars is problematic. The first difficulty is that there is no
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robust parser able to deal with IG. The tool developed so far (Leopar [6]) was
designed to experiment, to test and to help grammar development. It was latter
enriched with filtering algorithms to improve the supertagging stages of the parsing process. Nevertheless, it does not have any robust mechanism to deal with
sentences that are not completely covered by the grammar. After filtering steps,
deep parsing relies on an exhaustive search of tree description models which is an
NP-hard task. As a consequence, Leopar can be used to parse sentence of length
up to 15 words. FTB contains 3398 sentences of length lower than 15. Moreover,
all linguistic phenomena present in real corpora, like the FTB, cannot be modeled
through a lexicalized grammar: dislocation, coordination of non constituents,
parenthetical clauses . . . These phenomena require an extra-grammatical treatment, which is not yet implemented in Leopar. Thus, we consider the subset of
sentence without explicit extra-grammatical phenomenon (parenthesis, reported
speech); there are 2166 such sentences. The parser Leopar with the Frigram
resource is able to parse 56.4% of the sentences considered.
Another way to evaluate a grammar coverage is to use test suites. Such
suites must include not only positive examples but also negative examples to
test the overgeneration of the grammar. There exists such a suite for French,
the TSNLP[8], but unfortunately, it ignores a lot of phenomena that are very
frequent in French. On the set of grammatical sentences of the TSNLP, Leopar
and Frigram is able to parse 88% of the sentences. This is equivalent to the
number achieved in [9] but the remaining sentences correspond to sentences that
should be covered by the robustness of the parser rather than by the detailled
grammar (unusual kind of coordination, sentence with incomplete negations,
...)
To try to deal with TSNLP drawbacks, we have designed our own test suite
which si complementary to the TSNLP; it contains 874 positive sentences and
180 negative ones. 93% of the grammatical sentences are parsed and the ratio
is 21% for ungrammatical sentences. The reader can find the test suite on a
web page4 . For the positive sentences, there is also the result of parsing in the
form of a dependency graph. The variety of the examples gives a good idea of the
coverage of Frigram and the richness of dependency graphs helps to understand
the subtlety of the grammar.

7

Conclusion

The next step to go ahead with Frigram is to solve the bottleneck of the
parser Leopar in order to parse raw corpora. We need to improve the efficiency
of the parser to contain the possible explosion resulting from the increase of
the grammar size in combination with the increased sentence length. It is also
necessary to take robustness into account in the parsing algorithm and to add
extra-grammatical procedures to deal with phenomena that go beyond the lexicalized grammar. For English, [13] is a first attempt to build a IG grammar
4

http://wikilligramme.loria.fr/doku.php?id=hmge_2013
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that should be extended in order to have a coverage equivalent to the one of
Frigram.
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